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: : : VITAL FEEDFORWARD INFO         ON SUPPRESSED BLACK HISTORY    

Posing Dialogue and Case Studies to Slowly Dissolve Racism & Police Terrorism                      

by Registering and Forming the AARS Congress for Action  

The AAIU and their allies are racially mixed groups of long-time scholars and activists who 

dedicated their lives to IMPROVING RACE RELATIONS, by studying problems created by racism 

and colonialism, and forming a peaceful and political solution, which is their AARS Plan. The 

AARS summary includes the last 3 articles on the bottom of this homepage. All Blacks and non-

racists can use AARS to fight racism and injustice, and start a Massive Movement initiating in 

May and June of ‘22 to promote AARS, to get justice for Blacks and facilitate racial harmony. The 

AAIU Black History Month-Juneteenth Project was reading the plan from 2-1-22 to 2-15-22, then 

discussing it from 2-16-22 to 2-28-22, and forever. Blacks vote to claim an injured and indigenous 

status, the AARS Plan, and a model for residence on 6-27-22, or 2-28-23. 

When we examine racism and injustice it is a difficult task, because we have to identify the 

classical times in Africa, prior to European invasions, when she produced great leaders, provided 

valuable resources, and built and developed awesome infrastructure to create civilizations. Black 

people were in a peaceful and progressive status prior to those time eras, invasions, laws, mass 

murders, and social constructs, that caused destruction to Africa, and enslavement of Black people.  

This is a difficult task because no one wants to take responsibility for all the death and destruction 

inflicted upon Africa and Black people, but we have identified the governments, and guilty groups 

as perpetrators of crimes against humanity, who all owe Blacks reparations to repair the historical 

problems, massive damage, and psychological injury, (Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome), endured.  

We do not want to make any readers feel uncomfortable, but the truth must be told, to identify the 

wide range of damages, injuries, and problems, which we must produce solutions for, via dialogue 

and case studies, to form a national spirit, to promote and establish a civil society in America. So, 

in proceeding we reiterate we are not pointing fingers, we are showing victims have been hurt very 

bad, and for a very long time. Thus, Blacks need compassion from people, not negative reactions. 

Now this website is in memory of the {SIX HUNDRED MILLION AFRICANS}, who have been 

murdered, since EUROPEAN INVASIONS BEGAN in 332 BC, up until SLAVERY ENDED in 

1865. Africans tried desperately to defend themselves with knives and spears against guns and 

cannons, but they were killed in droves of thousands; and hundreds of thousands, in AFRICAN 

WARS / SHAKA ZULU; for more than 2000 years! This duration and crushing devastation to Africa 

and Black people was termed the MAAFA or MAAGAMIZI by African Griots and Black Scholars!   

This includes the 1500-1800 MALICIOUS MIDDLE PASSAGE era, when so many Africans were 

killed, jumped, and thrown overboard of Slave Ships, until remnants of A MYSTIC TRAIL OF 

MILLIONS of AFRICAN ANCESTORS STILL WALK on that ATLANTIC OCEAN FLOOR. Now 

learn the worst era of racism and slavery was from 1517 until 1619, when Blacks were forced to 

clear Americas Landscape in SLAVERY, without heavy machinery; so many Africans were killed 

and brutalized until AFRICAN BLOOD is entrenched in the soil of southern states! Africans did 



this after others failed in that enormous task, lacking the genetics to withstand the volatile weather, 

regional diseases, and jungle like terrain in America.   

Then remember the {MANY MILLIONS OF BLACKS} who were unjustly killed by the KKK, the 

police, and the white supremacists; {THE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF BLACKS} killed in 

jails, swamp lands, and remote areas; the recent demonic {ATTACK ON BLACK CHURCHES} by 

White Racists, {and now we can never forget the premeditated racist murders of James Byrd, 

Breonna Taylor, George Floyd, and the hundreds and thousands, OF INNOCENT & UNARMED 

BLACKS}, by corrupt police. Now it is a racial obligation to ask most African-Americans, to vote 

to protest racism, police terrorism, and corruption in society, to get freedom, justice, equality, and 

safety, via the Plebiscite Vote to improve integration, expand repatriation, and create sovereignty.  

Upon reviewing and further examination, go back to the secret societies and plotting eras starting 

back in 407 BC, that led to the Invasion Eras, which began in 332 BC, and continued until 1865. 

During that time 600 million Africans were murdered. Then recognize the 1500-1800 Inhumane 

Middle Passage Era, where millions of Africans were murdered. Then recognize the 1517-1619 

Worst Slave Era, when hundreds of thousands of Blacks were murdered. {We emphasize Africans 

cleared the land for housing, roads, traveling, infrastructure, towns, vegetation, and beautification 

on plantations by hand}!  Then recognize the 1619-1865 Cash Crop Slavery Era, including but not 

limited to cotton, peanuts, sugar, and tabacco, where billions were made way back in those days!                       

Then recognize the 1865-1968 Reconstruction and Jim Crow Segregation Era of racism and post 

slavery times; with fears of daily harassment, torture, lynching, and total town massacres, like 

Greenwood, Rosewood, and in the Red Summer. This included the Civil Rights Movement Era, 

from 1941 until 1968, when Dr. King was assassinated in a brutal cycle of attacks on Black leaders.                                                                                

Then recognize Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome (PTSS) affects, caused by enduring all these evil 

eras of racism and terror, which was induced, rooted, and is now subdued mental anguish; 

transcending severe emotional trauma and psychological damage, causing acute mental disorders.    

This should help you understand the Black Family suffered and endured immense devastation, 

losses, and damages and injuries, which requires reparative measures in all areas of life; mainly 

for spiritual, emotional, safety, and social impositions; examining unjust killings, institutional 

racism, exclusion, oppression, education, housing, health care, economics, employment, and all 

types of loans. The purpose is to produce individual and group services for repair.    

We understand healing among the Black Family should take place in repatriation and sovereignty, 

on their own safe, habitable, and prime land, with total control of their people. This is required 

because there were and are too many problems created by racism, and all this documented damage, 

for such a long time, that it caused divisions and a spiritual decline, among all Blacks. Therefore, 

they should work among their own people, without any interference, to reunite and remain as one.  

We understand the healing process with others should occur in improved integration. Blacks, 

Whites, and Jews should convince their leading scholars to engage in the AARS Truth and 

Reconciliation Process (T & R Process), to bring this to fruition. T & R should only include 

descendants of people who were perpetrators or victims of slavery.  

   



The Black Family is in Great Need of Reuniting, Reconnecting, and Reparations,                                               

With Love from Most Peoples, and 50 Years of Time to Heal and Repair,                                                                

 

Truly Living in the Holy Spirit,                                                                                                       

Brotha Cliff Pruitt   

  


